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h t^riict VAriuns topological properties of D-branes iii the type-IIA thcoiy ore captured by the topologically twisted 
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,1^1 The act of basic D-brancs wrapped on the homology cycles of the compact spare are taken to reside m the
, ri (.1 1 ^inicturea of the derived categoiy of coherent sheaves on the spare at any point in the Kahlcr moduli space 
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1  ^ ^^piJogue
 ^physically inclined overture
'>1 (»li,]ucts in the spectrum of string theory spa- 
'^ ti ridod beyond a single dimension have received 
D-branes [1]. These objects have played a 
■■'f^poiuliiig Author
pivotal role in the exploration of various noii-perturbative 
aspects of string theory and its sundry consequences [2 7] 
Depending on the type or version of string theory one con­
siders and the point of view, D-branes are described by 
diffeicnt types of data From a conformal field theoretic 
point of view, for example, D-branes correspond to Dinch- 
let boundary conditions imposed on the end-points of open 
strings m a classical picture, lending the suffix D  to the ne­
ologism In a low-energy target-space description, on the 
other hand, D-branes are described as certain extended 
sohtonic solutions of the effective gravitational theories, 
carrying the Rammond-Rammond fields in supersymmet­
ric instances A Dp-brane is an object extending in p space 
directions, the part brane having been extracted from a 
two-dimensional membrane of which it is imagined to be 
a dimensionally generalized form A related description 
of a Dp-brane us in terms of the Dirac-Born-Infeld theory 
on its (p -4- l)-dimcnsional world-volume, which in appro­
priate limits of coupling reduces to a gauge theory The 
geometric character of the gravitational or gauge theories 
has instigated endeavors to unearth a canonical definition 
of D-branes in string theory in terms of purely geometric 
data. This has been achieved for certain restricted classes
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of D-braneg in rertam classes of string theories, no or­
dinary a feat, considering the intricacies involved, as wc 
shall remark in the sequel In this article we discuss the 
definition of BPS D-branes in the topological B-rnodel as 
certain stable objects in the bounded derived category of 
coherent sheaves on the target-space Before plunging into 
this, let us briefly discuss some of the physical properties 
of D-branes and exaniiiie the inadequacy of the possible 
“intuitive” geometric di*liiiitions within the context of the 
theories of which allusion has been made above
Let us begin with the world-sheet description of D- 
branes The iiiipoitance of this description lies in its ubiq­
uity, as tlie validity of any geometric definition is to be 
tested against expectations from a conformal field theo­
retic description |8,9] Tin* non-lmear sigina-inodel action 
describing the world-sheet of a string is |10,11]
j  < fa (g^ ,N +bM N )n '^d ,X ^d ,X ’ ,^ (1 1 )
where i, j =  0,1, and tr* denote, respectively, the tem­
poral and the spatial coordinates of the world-sheet of 
the string and denotes the flat metric on the world- 
sheet The fields are inteipreted as the coordinates 
of the target-space, with M, N  ranging over tlie dimen­
sions of the target-space, ten for superstrings and twe b 
SIX for bosonic strings, with a fermionic piece foi th,. 
mcr, which will not feature m our discussion at thib 
Tiie coupling parameters of the sigrnarmodel coustitiep 
symmetric matrix g\iN, interpreted as the metm or, [| 
target-space and an anti-symmetric one, 6Af;v, knoi^ ri 
the Kalb-Rammond field, giving rise to torsion m th( 
get space The integration is over the area of the 
sheet, S. The Euler-Lagrange equations eusumg fiom f 
action is the two-dimensional Laplace’s equation for idi 
field
t h j d . d j X ’^  =  0
Foi open strings, that is strings extending between a*  ^
and O'* =  7T, we can solve the Laplace’s equation by ' lioc 
mg either a Neumann or a Dinchlet boundary (ondibon 
the edge.s Moreover, since the fields are iiid(‘pe\i(|p 
of each other, wc can choose different boundaiy comlitu 
for the different . While choosing the Neumann mn 
tjon for some X ^  leaves the eiid-poiiit of the open sti 
dangling in that direction of the target-spare, tlie 
of Dinchlet condition for some of the fields requires li\i 
the edge at a certain point in the respettivr diieilu 
iLS shown in Figuie 1(a), lesulting into a breakdowii 
Poincare invariance m the target-space, the space-fiDK
(a) I)prii sLiing willuml biaiu (b) Open string ending cm a D-bram
Figuif 1 Opi'ii si lings wutli and without D-hraiies
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jivvkward predicament as such may be avoided by 
liiiung t,hat the string is not stuck at a special point 
spate-time, but on an object that perambulates the 
,„.i,spate, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). This object is a 
)r:uie If we consider an open string with the end (7^=0  
p^-braiie, then the dimension p of the Dp-branc equals 
eniiinl't'r of X ’s on which Dinchlet condition is imposed 
= 0 Thus, a superstring theory may have D-branes 
iili maximal dimension nine, which pervades all of space 
target-space, then, it appears that a D-brane can 
n^ic 111 a piixt of the space-time, a subspace 
Giiiige fields provide further embellishment to this pic- 
;i nl D-braiies An end-point of an open string may 
,j,i,ort gauge degrees of freedom, known as Chan-Paton 
111 the world-sheet description, this is incorpo- 
iifV, In adjoining a term [6,10,11]
. =  Tr AMdoX'^
OS
(1 3 )
iilu' -utiou S  in (1 1) Here A m  denotes a gauge field 
V till integration is over the boundary of the world- 
1,ivi ()S, the trace being over the gauge indices. The cor- 
Miiindiiig effective field theory yields the world-volume 
i-'un ol D-bianes aii the Dirac-Boni-Infeld action [11,12],
•.‘'RI ~ IV J  v'dcttG +  B  +  F ), (1 4)
r.t'ii' (i i.s the metric induced from the space-time on the 
irul-voltiiiie of the brane, B  an anti-syinmetnc field in- 
iju'i fioiii the Kalb-Rammond field and F  denotes the 
' -fmiu field-strength corresponding to A The inte- 
'rtUoii IS over the world-volume of the branc, V. The 
-i'l iion-tnvial leading order term in the expansion of 
iifiuai e-root yields a Yang-Mills theory on the world- 
'Jiiine of the brane. Thus, supplementing the earlier de- 
''^ '^ptjoii, it appears that a Dp-brane may be described as 
'^ Ttor bundle on a p-dimcnsional subspace of the target-
*'‘f iLs now proceed to consider compactification of 
theory and dualities. From now on we restrict our- 
to considering superstring theory only. First, let us 
a simple case, a supersymmetric BPS D4-brane 
lyiie llA theory compax:tified on a two-dimensional 
T‘ i,et us assume that the brane lies along the di- 
‘^ 'unsof X®, X^, and X ^  of the target-space and the 
s along X*-X^. If we now perform two T-duality 
“^ nsioririations along the two directions of the torus se- 
dien since T-duality exchanges Neumann with 
boundary condition, the brane extends along the
torus, turning into a D6-brane However, T-duality is as­
sumed to be a symmetry of string theory and two such 
consecutive operations are supposed to leave the type-IIA 
theory unaltered Hence the two theories must be iden­
tified along with their spectra. In other words, in the 
type-IIA theory on a torus, the transmogrification of a 
D4-branc into a D6-V)rane must be allowed. This exam­
ple exhibits that duality transformations do not respect 
dimensionality of branes, dimensions of branes change as 
we change the parameters of compactification, the moduli, 
of the target-space, perhaps by a T-duality transforma^ 
tion Thus the description of D-branes as (bundles on) 
some subspace of fixed dimension of the target is inade­
quate.
Next, let us consider the example of the type-IIA the­
ory on the target-space R*’^  x A4, where is a six- 
dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold Let us consider a BPS 
DO-brane in this four-dimensional theory. A BPS brane 
IS a supersymmetric solution of the corresponding super- 
gravity theory obeying the BPS conditions. Many of 
the topological properties of these are described by the 
topologically twisted B-model, the branes being B-branes. 
Since the BPS branes in the type-IIA theory are cven- 
dimeiisional, and let us note that this specification is free 
from the caveat alluded to above, the DO-branc in four- 
dimensions may arise from a D6-brane wrapping the aix- 
dimensional manifold Af or a D/>brane wrapping a super­
symmetric p-cycle of the homology of A4, for p =  4,2,0  
As discussed above, in attempting to describe the DO- 
brane as a vector bundle, it can be viewed as either a 
vector bundle above Ad or one of theac cycles or their com­
bination. However, as we change the size of the Calabi- 
Yau manifold, by the available Kahler structure moduli, 
cycles in the homology transmute among each other. For 
example, a four-cycle may go into a combination of a four­
cycle and a two-cycle or vice versa Thus, bundles on cy­
cles IB not a very useful specification-, we need to describe 
the bundles in terms of structures on the six-dimensional 
Calabi-Yau manifold itself. This can be achieved by ex­
tending a bundle on a lower dimensional cycle to the whole 
of A4 by a zero section — so viewed over A1 the rank of 
the bundle jumps We are thus led to consider sheaves 
on the manifold Ad The collection of branes in such a 
scenario leads us to considering a category of sheaves on 
Ad, the open string stretched between branes providing 
the morpliisms in the category. TYansmutation of cycles 
can be thought of as formation or decay of bound states 
of branes, when branes are taken to be these sheaves.
In the collection of branes we need to include anti- 
branes too. A brane and its corresponding anti-brane dif-
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fer by a change o f sign of the charge tlie y  carry Con­
sidering branes and anti-branes w ith in  the same schemata 
forces us to  consider no t only sheaves but complexes o f 
sheaves Wc* shall discuss more on th is  in the next section 
Now, as we deform  M ,  there are points m tlic  Kahler 
m odu li space o f A 4  wheie a braiie decays or bia iies form  
bound states, as m entioned above R ig h t at th is  po in t, 
ra iled the p o in t o f m a r g i n a l  s ta b i l i t y ,  [13 19) the brane 
or the (“o llection o f its  decay products or components can 
not be distinguished Inco rp ora tion  o f tins ind istiiigu isha- 
b ih ty  necessitates the iden tifica tion  o f a sheaf and its res­
o lu tions, ushering m the appearance o f derived functors  
in to  the arena Consistency w ii.li the conjectured m iiro r  
sym m etry, which is envisaged as a geoinetiic  realization  
o f T -duahty, at Iciust m part, lequires these sheaves to  be* 
coh(‘rent. We are thus led to  consider the derived cate­
gory o f coherent sheaves [2 0 ] on M  In  add ition , in  the  
jihys ica lly  m te iesting cases a BPS brane decays in to  a fi­
n ite  number o f products oi bound states o f only a fanite 
iim nbet o f branes aie considered T h is  ics tn c ts  us to  con­
sider fin ite  complexes of sheaves We thus arrive at the 
bounded derived category o f coherent sheaves on A i  F i­
nally, BPS branes are stable m a certa in  sense, unstable 
configurations decay to  a stable one We shall expatiate  
on the s ta b ility  c iite rio n  in the next section In  the civse 
o f type I IB  theory argum ents s in iila r to  the ones above 
are valid. B u t in  th a t ciuse one needs to  consider odd- 
dim ensional cycles and the description o f the category o f 
branes is more comphcalTed
To suinmanze, we have m otivated the description of 
BPS D-branes in the ty p e - IIA  theory as stable objects 
111 the derived catt'gory o f sheaves on a compact p a rt o f 
the target-space We now proceed to discuss the concepts 
fu rth e r in the next section
2 Viewing hom ologically
“ A d e r i v e d  c M e g o r y  i s  . 
w h e n  y o u  ta k e  c o m p le x e s  s e r io u s ly '^  [2 1 ].
In  th is section we recall [2 1 ] some features o f derived cat­
egories relevant foi our discussion o f physical s ituations m 
the fo llow ing sections [14 17,20- 27].
Let A  denote an A b e l ia n  c a te g o r y ,  th a t is, a category  
w ith  kernels and co-kernels o f m orphisins defined w ith in  
Given an Abelian category A ,  the corresponding d e r i v e d  
C A iteqaiy  D { A )  consists o f complexes A *  o f objects o f A ,
r f r t - a  r f n - l
A  —  ►  A n —I A n >4 I
d n O d n + i ^ O ,  A ^ e A ,
upto identifica tion  by ciuasi-isomorphisiius. A 
i s u m o r j ) h i s m  is a m orphism  o f complexes induuiifr an 
m orphism  on cohomology A  derived category ih 
i f  the complexes have only a fin ite  number of iion-vMmst 
elements A  bounded derived category correspoiidjii| 
A  is denoted D ^ { A ) .  I f  A *  represents an objc( t in /}', 
then it  IS quosi-isom orphic to a certa in complex /•  o| 
jectives bounded below,
0 -
E x a m p le  2.1 Let A * -  -------A ----------»- |h
plex conctuitrated m degree zero, the uiiderliiicfl ('ulr 
quasi-isoinorphism A * — > I *  is an injective rcsulntK^  
A, that IS, an exact sequence.
0 - / l -
Then the cohomologies are isom orphic, 7 /*(7") // '
where one defines =  kerdo —  Iiu  e “  1j
Tw o in j(‘ctive resolutions o f A are isomorphn L(j .4 .u 
derived category and thus to  each other, im])lyn 
they are hoinotopy equivalent These statements (oiu 
to be valid, m uta tis  m utandis, w ith  A  repilaced by a 
plex A " in the above example Physically, a D-biani 
responds to  a complex A *  in  D '* {A )  for some Abelian 
egory A ,  to  be specified la ter
2.1 Shifts and triangles o f c o m p le x e s
Am ong the structures a derived category is endoweil 
are t r a n s l a t i o n s  and t r i a n g le s .  A  translation is h 
defined os a sh ift in  the le ft o f"lhe  entries of a cuni] 
namely,
H  A -  — » A * [n ],
A[n]yn ~
E x a m p le  2 . 2  Defin ing the m a p p in g  c o n e  of a niorp
A * — B *  between two complexes as the rorr 
M { f )  =  A * [1] 0 B * w ith  appropria te ly  shifted tiioipli' 
we n a tu ra lly  obta in  the complex
A ’ f l * -------► M ( / ) -------► A ‘[l\ ,
where the last te rm  is the com plex A * shifted by uni 
gree.
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[ivsirallv, a D-brane corresponds to  a complex then 
If complex i4 " [ l] ,  and any o f its cousins shifted by 
, cj»lcl degree thereof, corresponds to  the anti-D-brane  
iii.vtilic ation for th is  in te rp re ta tion  is derived from  
I, t;ar tlirtt, i f  we define the Chern character map from  
, 4 ) to cohomology, then ch (i4 "[n ]) =  ( - 1 ) "  ch(i4*), for 
71 and the charge o f a D-brane is taken to  
.proportional to  ch(j4*). Moreover, M { f )  is taken to  
present the m arginal deform ation o f the configuration  
11 of the two D-branes corresiionding to  A *  and
iMiuigleb in the derived category, on the other hand, 
, uuiiit erparts o f the exact sequences in an Abelian cat-
xam[)le 2.3 Let lu
,.(‘[111' 0 ------ ►  A  —
11 lull category A
(I— - A ------
M,1)101 pim to C  in  the derived categoiy, C * ~  C, as 
.MiisM'd above For th is realization C * o f C  we have the 
A [l j ,  namely,
consider a short exact se-
— ►  B ----- ►  C ------- ►  0 in the
Let us form  a complex C * =  
------►  0 • Then th is complex
r * 0 — \  — - v B
1 1 0
y lll] • “ 0 — — ► ( )
-1)
► 0  •
i.''(ompletes the ti langle A -------B  —
‘ \wittrn m a more picturesque form i
. ^ l i l
■ n
0 ------- ►  A * ------►  B * ------ ^  C * ----- 0 we can th in k  o f
5 *  as being “made up o f ’ A* and C *, w ith  C *  over A* 
B u t in  the derived category, corresponding to  a triangle
A ^ ------ i- B * ------ C * --------- - A * [ l ]  , (2.5)
there exists a hoinotopy-cquivalent triangle
■ x - i i i - ■ B * i i ] ( 2 .6 )
nnirrence o f triangles makes the derived category 
inangulated category. Again, a ll the statements 
' cue valid when the objects are replaced by com-
JiCXt'S □
I'riaiigle is called d i s t in g u i s h e d  i f  i t  is quasi-isomorphic 
-1) W hile D-branes are represented by complexes,
' 'nrnted open s tring  stretched between tw o D-branes 
' 'iiid 18 taken to be represented by a distinguished
The triang le  A *  — A * ------ ►  0 ------ ►  A [ l |  is
' f^'ldprf'd distinguished "by hypothesis in a derived cat- 
hi the ligh t o f the in te rpre ta tion  o f a shifted  
J1.S an anti-brane, th is  triang le  is taken to rep- 
 ^ the annih ila tion  o f a brane-anti-brane pair T ri-  
in A derived category lead to  w hat is known 
fea r fu l s y m m e t r y .  In  the short exact sequence
Extending the above in te rpre ta tion  then implies th a t C "  
IS made up o f objects B *  and w ith  A *[lJ  over B *  In  
particu la r, the notion o f s u b o b je c t s  ceases to  exist. Phys­
ically, i t  turns out to  be convenient to  in terpret C * as 
a potentia l bound state o f A * and B * , corresponding to  
the triangle (2 5), From the triangle  (2.G), however. A * ,  
shifted by u n it degree, apjiears as a bound state o f B *  and 
C *. S im ilarly, even B *  can be thought o f as a potentia l 
bound state o f A* and C * [— 1], by rending the triangle  
(2 5) toward left. T h is  upsets any notion of order in the 
derived category. O ur goal, on the other hand, is to  study  
s ta b le  BPS branes A ny notion o f s ta b ility  calls for an 
order —  between an object and its components A t th is  
poin t let us only rem ark th a t while such an order is not 
defined for the objects in a derived category, the Abelian  
' category docs allow for an order. Moreover, i t  is apparent 
from  the discus.siori above th a t the same triangulated cate­
gory can be represented as the derived category o f different 
Abelian categories These w ill be relevant in ascertaining 
s ta b ility  o f branes, while s till defining them to  be objects 
in  a derived category
Finally, let us discuss the o c ta h e d r a l  a x w m ^  which can 
be used in  realizing an isomorphism between mapping  
cones of two composed maps Given two distinguished  
triangles
(2.7)
there exists a complex A f * and two distinguished triangles,
f l o f
■ A f
- A /-
Splod
C * [ l ]  ,
(2 8)
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HUfli th a t the diagram  
A *  B '
li
heart Physically, the heart o f a t-structure  provides t
'1
•-4* [11
basic brane configurations w ith  which we can
4 - ------- ^  M *  ^  A * [
-
coinmiitos. Even though it  docs not appear obvious, the 
above rliagrain can indeed bo cast in to  an octah(>dral form  
However, draw ing i t  in th a t fasliion does not make leading  
o f the diagram  any Cfisier We shall discuss an a [ip lication  
o f th is  in §2.4
2.2 A glim pse o f th e  heart
T h(“ forn ia lis in  o f t-s trnctures is a means to vivisect a t r i­
angulated category and identify  the various Abelian sul> 
categories in i t  Lot us recall some related defin itions
For an Abelian categoiy A  and its deiived category 
D { A ) ,  le t denote the fu ll subcategory, th a t is, one 
whose ino iiih isrns eoincide w ith  the morphisms o f the pa i- 
ent category, o f D ( A )  formed by complexes A *  w ith  co­
homology only beyond n, th a t is, H ^ { A " )  — 0 for i <  n 
S iin ila ily , let denote the fu ll subcategory o f D { A )
of complexes A " w ith  cohomology only below n, t l ia t  is 
H ^ { A ^ )  — 0 for i >  n  A t-s truc tu re  on a triangulated  
category is a pair o f s tr ic tly  fu ll subcategories,
satisfying the fo llow ing lo n d ition s
1 a iu lD '^ ' C D ^ o ,
2  H o n i"(D ‘" " , D - ^ ) - ^ 0 ,
3 For each object K  o f the triangu la ted  category, 
there exists a distinguished triangle
A > i
K K <
txmsirt
(2 9)
R irth e r, a t-strueture is called b o u n d e d  i f  each K  m the  
triangu la ted  category is contained m  for some
integers m  and n  The intersection D D - ^  coincides 
w ith  A ,  now called the h e a r t  o f the t-s tn ic tu re  A bounded 
t-s tructure  is com pletely described by its heart. We use 
bounded t-structures only and describe them  using the
the others. Let us now tu rn  to  discussing the stahil] 
criterion  for objects m a derived category.
2.3 S tab le branes
The defin ition  o f a s ta b ility  c rite rion  in  a tnangulaU'd n 
egory, o f which a derived category is an example, owes 
orig in  largely to  the physics o f BPS branes [17| M i^ 
ematically, i t  is a generalization o f the /i-stahility k 
d itio u  il l the Abelian category o f coherent sheaves 
a non-singular projective  curve, defined using a Haul 
Narasm ihan filtra tio n  [25 -28] As stressed above, 
b ility  c rite rion  requires sorting the objects, which u 
calls for the notion o f an index. W hile  a trianmli.ii 
category obfuscates such a notion, an Abelian calef;(H\ 
amenable to it . Thus, to  impose an order on a tnangulcO 
category one firs t identifies an Abelian category wiihn 
triangulated category using t-sLructures and then oul 
the objects in the Abelian category. The la tte r is \ 
through defining a c e n te r e d  s lo p e  f u n c t i o n  on an Aliol 
Cfitegoiy .4 as a group hom om orphism  Z  R { A )  -  - 
from  the Grothendieck group K  { A )  o f A ,  such th^il fni 
non-zero objects E  o [  A  the complex number Z {E )  
the s tr ic t upper-half plane - -  the upper halt ot the u 
plex plane sans the real axis The p h a s e  of a hod z 
object E  o f A  IS defined in term s o f the slope function
¥>(£) = - i a r g Z ( B )  6  ( - 1 , 0 ). (2
7T
The non-zero objects o f the Abelian category A  can 
ordered by th e ir phases, Indeed, a non-zero ob|cci 
of A  is said to be s c r r i is ta h le  i f  i p ( A )  <  fp {E )  foi 
non-zero subohjcct A  o f  E .  A  slope function Z  detiiicd 
A  is said to have the H a r d e r - N a r a s n n h a n  p r o p e i i y  il ov 
non-zero object o f A  has a Harder-Narasimhan filtraii 
T lia t  is, for each object E  o f A ,  there is a finite chan 
subobjects
0  =  E o  C  E l  C  ‘ • C A„_i C E n  =  A, 
such th a t the quotients =  E t / E ^ - i  are seinistablc 
jects o f A  w ith
>  i f l iF i )  >  ■ ■ > < p ( F „ ) .  2
We have remarked above th a t the heart o f the t-struct 
is an Abelian category- Specifying a s ta b ility  conditK ’^’ 
a triangu la ted  category is equivalent to  giving a boiim 
t-s truc tu re  on i t  along w ith  a centered slope function 
the heart o f the t-s truc tu re  w ith  the Harder-Naraumil 
property  [25] Th is  is called the X l-stability, H h i^ng 
tra d itio n a l sym bol for periods o f homology cycles.
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I The central charge
.jiLirtrayal of stable D-braues as objects in the derived 
(■orv of coherent sheaves on the target space thus ne- 
t.pecifying a centered sloi^ function with the 
i^ ,r,Niira.simhan property. For B-type branes such a 
iiinrtion is furnished by the central charge of the sii- 
viiiiormal algebra of BPS branes Indeed, it was this 
;r,il f liiiige that motivated the mathematical definition 
slope function. We denote the central charge of a 
IP bv Z  too The phase (f) of Z, called the grade, defines 
,ntcif(l .slope function with the Harder-Naiasiinhaii 
l„ iTv determining the stability of branes Let us con- 
i)i(' tvi)e--IlA theory compiletified on a Calabi-Yau 
i'KjIiI, M  Let E  and F  be two D-branes in the de- 
J r,ilrgorv D''(Coh M )  and let C  =  M {f . E  —  ^ F )  
111’ iiKipping cone mentioned earlier, which corresponds 
inii|Tiiial deformation of the branes E  and F ,  a poten- 
hiiuiid state If it is marginally stable, then we have, 
Z[F) -  Z {E ),  implying
d>{C) =  0 (F) = 0(F) +  1 (2 12)
i’,irul(' 0 depends on the Kahler parameter of A i 
due. given two branes E  and F  m the derived cat- 
\ (2 12) detenmiies the set of points in the Kahler 
lull '.jiace where the bound state C  is marginally sta- 
1!)] I ’his'set IS called the line of marginal sta­
ll (liven a point on this line, three cases arise as we 
I tins point in the Kahler moduli space, namely, 
= (/'(/’’) - 0(F) -  1 = 0 . If the expression is negative, 
1111 open string joining the branc.s becomes tachyonic 
t' l)('comcs a bound state If A0 is positive, on the 
liand, then C  is unstable against decay to F  and 
K die exiircssion continues to be equal to zero, then 
iiid state remains settled into a stasis on the line of 
lEil stability This is illustrated m the Figure 2(a) 
rill analysis of Il-stability involves two steps First, 
'n-irginal stability line is to be obtained. Then the 
•'litv of branes is to be checked as a second step as one 
"K this line If it all seems copacctic so far, let us 
irit complications arise in ascertaining the stability 
i fines from stability issues of the components For cx- 
even if the expression 0(F) — 0(F) — 1 is negative,
it is not possible to aver that C  is stable. Indeed, it is not 
improbable that the derived category contains another tii- 
angle with C at a vertex C  may then be a bound state 
of certain other branes, F' — ► F'. In othei words, while 
C  is stable with respect to decaying into F  and F, it may 
have othei decay channels If, moreover, the expression is 
liositive, we can not conclude with certitude that C  is un­
stable, since the components F  and F  may themselves be 
unstable and then the bound state may be perdurable, be­
ing energetically favored A quandary as such can lie set­
tled if we have means to compare two decay channels, or, 
m othei words, we can decide wlii'ther two distinguished 
triangles aie isomorphic or not As discussed before, this 
can be done using the octaliedial axiom We now proceed 
to discuss the issue in some detail as an illustration of the 
intricate internal consistency ol the clefiiutioiis [29]
Let us consider an object ( ' which is known to be 
stable at a given point in the moduli space p, marked m 
Figure 2(b) Let a decay channel of C  be C  — ► A B  
across the line L c  with 0(F) = 0(A)-Pl on the line. Thus, 
if A  and B  arc both stable, then L c  is a line of marginal 
stability for this decay, with C  stable in the region © 2U0 j 
Similarly, let us suppose that theie is another possible de­
cay B  — ► F  -f F  across the line L/j, F  being stable in tin' 
region 6 iU©i Let us now consider two different paths 
I\  and P-2 from p in region ©3 to a point 7/  m region ©i 
Tracing the path F i, C  decays across Lr;. But along the 
path P’2 which is honiotopic to P\, on the other hand, 
L b  if> crossed before L c , B  has decayed before arriving 
at L c  This challenges our hypothesis of stability of C  in 
the region ©2 Let us now appeal to the octahedral axiom, 
(2 9) Given the two bound states C  ~ A-i-B  and B  — Fd
F, we have two triangles A ----- *■ B ----- C -------- ► A[l]
and F ----- ► F ----- ► B ----- ► F[l] , respi'ctively Let us
rewrite the latter one m the homotopy equivalent form
B ----- ► F [ l] ----- ► F [ l] ----- ► F[l] , 111 order to bring the
triangles to the form (2.7) Let us define 0o =  0(A) and 
evaluate the grades of other objects using (2 9), with F  
and F  replaced with F[l] and F[]j, respectively and as­
suming that we ore on the line L c  ni the region ©iU©3 
We write the grades in a tabulai form corresponding to 
the objects in the diagram (2 9):
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( , i )  A  li iir  o f  i i i a i ^ i t i . i l  siciliilih (1)) Difrt'it'iil clrt rvv f liaiini'ls
F igu re  2 M a rg in a l s ta b il ity
-
1
M  '
1
0 U 0 0  +  1 0 0  4  1 0 0  +  1
1
- ^ l l l
1
0 0 0 0  +  1 0 0  +  1  “  £‘ 0 0  +  1
1
1
0 0  +  1 0 1 )  +  1  -  £' 0 0  +  2  +  £*' 0 0  +  2
1
* C 1 1 ] 0 0  +  1 0 0  +  1 "  f 0 0  +  2 0 0  +  2
where e, e '  und aio positive numbers Let us now trace 
L c ' from left to righ t, by changing the Kahler modulus. 
C  eontinues to be a hound state, while destabilizing B  in 
the pnuess to decay in to  E  +  F  T h a t is, we have
4>{F) -  il>{E) -  1 > 0  (2 14)
Since we have not altered (f){A ) and lienee </>(/?), we derive 
from  the table th a t in this process 0 (F ) increases while 
0 (F )  and 0 (A /) decrease Then by the second row of the 
com m utative diagi am.
0 (F [1 ]) -  (J){A) =  i  -  £■' <  1, (2 lb )
0  -  F o ---------- ^  r 1^ ---------- - F 2 —
\ / i \  /  i \
^4, A 2 /
then i t  may decay into A \ , A 2 , . i f
0 ( / l i )  > 0 (A ,)  > > 0 (y l„ ) (2 17)
('2 n i
ergo A / is now stable Thus, while B  decays across Lu, lli( 
bound state C  continues to  be a stable state, a bound st.ih 
o f objects different from A  and B  and decays only iif’io‘'S 
L c -  We thus learn tha t while the decay of a braiic i 
two daughteis is studied using a distinguished triaiif'lc, ili^  
decay o f a lira iie  in to  three needs invoking the octahedr * 
axiom In  order to  consider m ultip le  dexays we iier‘d ii 
consider a set o f distinguished triangles correspondmi; 
a branc E  [24,25] I f  E  can be w ritte n  as
► - ■ F n  =  F
(2 16]
^ n - l
Let us icn ia rk  th a t this is where the Harder-Narasirnhan
property o f the slope function (2.11) is put to use 
ever, as we have discussed above, for the decay to 
place, the decay products have to  be stable. It  is
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(ft('h point of the complexified Kahlei moduli spjice 
\\ iIk'H’ exists a set of stable D-braiies so that the ob- 
,,, /V‘(Coh M )  corresponding to any given brane can 
as (2 16) for a certain intcgei n and a set of 
,,, ,,i))erts {w4„} satisfying (2 17) The stable objects 
, , )ii> (hoseii from the heart of a t-stiiictiire, whicli by 
Ml, 11 Itciiig an Abelian category is amenable to the no- 
,, I ,,11 (.1 der Thus, to every point of the Kiihler moduli 
, , should be assigned a t-structure in whose heart the 
,,,, nhietts An take residence This requires mapping 
ilii. i-stnictiires of Z?*’(Coh M )  on the Kahlei mod- 
-,,ii e ot M  This is a formidable task in geneial and 
li js known about the t-sti uctures for C-alabi-Ya,u 
However, the t-stnictures on Z)''(Coh P*) have 
, ,( 1,i^ m1i('(1 111 the next section we shall considei an fis-
I r'li 111 nl t structures to the points in the Kahlei moduli 
,,, nt I*' which aiises from a gcoine.trically eiiginecied 
II- Vm
!ii l u- Hns, let us bnelly discuss some featuies of the
II V iiK h will be useful in the calculations As remaiked
I ,ii (M(h ])oint 111 the Kahlei moduli siMcc, a sel of
I I^J^ c brane is deemed to exist and any biaiie in the 
ui'iii is to be made uj) of these basic ones Tin* sta- 
' I .1 1)1 .me IS rusiertained with resp(‘ct to decaying
b.usK branes But this suiimses the stability of 
l^^ lr hraiics a prion This leads to a urtulanty in the 
iiiiiii n( stability that we have discussed so fai I'lie 
I’M'i IS to assume that there is some other way of
'...using the class of stable objects at a ceitain given
. I he moduli siiace, consistent with 1 l-stability, and 
' ' >iM'b till' definition in terms of the giade <j) fus otliei 
'1'-^ cl I he moduli space is traversed One convenient 
I' Imi the other criterion is the /(-stability of sheaves 
mu ifgion m the moduli space But this necessitates 
' > 1'iitjfu'.ation of an Abelian category of sheaves m the 
' n \Vr need to know the different t-stnicturcs of the 
"1(1 (Mtegoiy realized in various regions in the Kahler 
'‘'ill space. To the la r g e  v o lu m e , limit of Ad, which 
''^ ’(‘lh()ii 111 the Kahler moduli space, where geometric 
iiic valid, we then ascribe the Abelian catcgoiy 
‘ and employ the orthodox /i-stability of sheaves to 
"'""Me if a braiic is stable in this region Once this 
" (^lUon IS worked out, we can move along paths pene- 
th(' deep interior of the Kahler moduli space and 
ability of branes
b) he more concrete, let us consider type-llA the- 
' X Ad, where Ad is a Calabi-Yau manifold
 ^Ids, 19124,33]. The topological D-branes in the cor- 
'P"ii(liiig H-model are objects of the bounded derived 
''I'drv of coherent sheaves on Ad, D*’(Coh Ad). For an
object E  of Coll Ad the central charge is given by
Z{F:) ^  -  I  d i(£ ’)\/d\l(A d) -f- (2 18)
A.1
m the large volume limit, where K  denotes the generator 
of the Kahlei rone, t the Kahler paiameter, complexified 
with tlu‘ aiiti-symnietnc field B  which appeared m the 
Dinif-Borii-lnfekl action (1 4), ch(E) denotes the Chein 
fh<iract(M of E  and Td(Ad) denotes the Todd class of Ad 
and t.lie mtrgi ation is over A1 Th(? grade is then given by
(/> --
1 ImlogZ(.E) (2 19)
In order to study the stability ol branes m the Kahlei 
moduli space of Ad, then, it turns out to be convenient to 
fix a base-jiumt in the laige volume limit where the basic 
branes are taken to be the ones residing in Coh Ad, which 
IS the heart of the laiionical l-strmtiire of D^(Coh Ad), 
IS mentioned before It is with lespect to this base-point 
That we cussign grades to the biaiies and t-stiuctuies at 
othei jiomt.s in the moduli space
3 A heart for a stable brane
Let ns now discuss an aiiphcation ol the various aspects of 
H-st ability discu.ssed so far wil.h a simple examiile This 
serves to illustrate th(‘ usefulness of the intricate niachin- 
eiy 111 a smijile physical problem. In particulai, we de- 
sm lie a limit ot a stung theory compactilieation whoie the 
BPS states naturally arise as objects of dorivi'd category 
ol coliereiit sheaves on the projective curve P ’ We also 
woi k out the atl.is of t-structures over the Kahler moduli 
space of PC
3.1 D egenerating  th e  target
Let us consider a Calabi-Yau threefold which is a K 3 fi- 
bration on P  ^ The compactilied theory has a gauge sector 
with gauge fields corresponding to the opni strings con­
necting D-braiies wrapped on various compact homology 
cycles of the Calabi-Yau Choosing tlic volume of the pro­
jective curve to be large and that of the K 3 appropriate, 
we obtain a non-Abeliaii gauge theory
More specifically, let us consider the space Ad as the 
degree 8 hyjjersurface in the resolution of the weighted 
projective space P^[2,2 ,2 , 1 ,1], In order to study phe­
nomena 111 the moduli space of the complexified Kahler 
two-form of Ad including non-perturbative influences we 
have recourse to Mirror symmetry and consider the mirror
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dual W  o f M  which is given by a Z 4 x  Z 4 x Z 4 quotient 
o f the same hypersurface and is described by the equation
ao2l2223^425 +  fllZ i +  " 22:2 +
= 0 ,
(3 1)
where Z i,  - , 2 5  denote the coordinates of the five- 
dimensional affine complex space and the parame­
ters ft, represent complex deformations of the polynom ial 
thus corresponding to  deform ation o f complex structure. 
The algebraic coordinates o f the complex s tiuc tu re  m oduli 
space are
aift2«3«(j
(3 2)
obtained by rescaling the affine coordinates { 2 ,} . The  
M irro r map relates these coordinates to the complexified  
Kahlor m oduli. The two K ahler m odu li corre.spondmg to 
X and y, denoted { B  +  i J ) j  and (i? +  i J ) ,  represent, le- 
spectivcly, the sizes o f K 3  and P * These are obtained 
as solutions to  the P irard-h\ichs equations foi the jienods 
and are given by
{ B  +  i J ) : ,  ^  log r  -b 0 { x ,  y ) ,  
{ B  +  2 ./)„  =  lo g y - l - 0 ( j , y ) ,
(1 - 2 ^ V y  0 .
(3 3)
where 0 ( x ,  y )  represents linear and higher order term s in 
X and y  The m irro i W  is an algebraic variety which is 
singular along a d i s c n r m n a n t  lo c u s , A  —  A n A j, w ith  the 
p r i m a r y  component, A o , given by
large volumes all the objects in  D*'(Coh P^) a
crated by the structu re  sheaf ^ p i  on the projective r j  
physically corresponding to  a D4-brane wrapped on t 
K 3  and the sky-scrapper sheaf which corresponds td 
D6-brane wrapped on the whole o f M ,  where x 15 a n 1 
m P > . \
I t  thus suffices to  consider Il-s ta b ility  on the derive 
category o f coherent sheaves on P ' .  The stability 
t io ii requires defining a centered slope function whirh , 
map from  the K -group o f P^ to  C  The K-group of P> 
generated by //® (P ^) and H ^ ( P ^ )  We can take the tn 
generators o f I? ‘*(Coh P ^) nam ely ^ p i  and /5’j. to lie 
generators o f the K -group The Chern characteis of thiii 
sheaves span / / ° ( P ’ ) and //^(P^)respectivcdy Theirfor 
to obtain the slope function  o f an object we require tvyo 
sic slopes, determined by the phases o f the central chaise
ft =  a-D =  (:i
where a  and are given m terms o f the period.s of h 
mology cycles Here ir* denotes the pull-back of tli('
7T M  — ► P \  sign ifying th a t the branes in M  an 
tamed from  the sheaves on The period.s are oLitruni 
as solutions to  the Picard-Fuchs equation associatec 
the Calabi-Yau A4, which m  the double-scaling hni 
comes
1
where we defined z  — ( l/2 ) (w  —  1) The periods air 
tamed as the two solutions to  th is equation as
1 I
(3.4)
a ( u )  =  v^2 (u  +  l ) 2e i ( ~ - ,  )
and A i  given by 1 —  4y =  0 In  the lim it in which the 
volume o f the base P^ is large, tha t is y — ► 0 , the gauge 
sym m etry o f the configuration enhances to a non-Abehari 
one, namely, S U { 2 )  The non-perturbative nature of th is  
enhancement dictates restric ting  our considerations to the 
discrim inant locus, thereby forcing a choice o f x  =  1 / 2 ** 
too. B y the double scaling lim it o f { x , y )  — > (2 “ ®,0 ) and 
setting u  — we i;an consider the Kahler m oduli space
in  the neighborhood o f the p o in t o f enhanced symmetry. 
This procedure is called g e o m e t r i c  e n g in e e r in g  [35] The  
m oduli space o f interest is now the w-plaiie, intersecting  
the  principa l coiiiponent Ao at u =  ± 1  Th is can be iden­
tified  as the n-plane of the Seiberg-W itten S U { 2 )  theory  
The supersyinine lnc states in this theory arise from  the 
branes in  A4 which become massless at (x , y) =  (2 “ **,0) 
We envisage these branes as being objects in the derived 
category o f coherent sheaves on P* [31] Th is construction  
provides a simple physical arena for the derived category 
p ictu re  o f branes to  be realized. Indeed, for sufficiently
a o i u )  -  -
2 i   ^ 2 ’ ’ 1
(^ 1
where the Hypergeom etric functions are defined on t 
u-plarie w ith  branch-cuts from  ( — l,o o ) for a  and ( ! , ' 
for a o -  Slope functions fo r an a rb itra ry  sheaf on P 
be obtained from  these expressions for the periods 1' 
example, the central charge o f 7r * ^ p i( n )  is given by
Z ( / ^ ( n ) )  =  a D ( u ) - h n a ( u ) ,
and its  phase determines the slope function at any po'
u .
The s im p lic ity  o f th is  example owes i t  origin man 
to  the fact th a t there is b u t a single curve of margn 
stab ility , an ellipse, hom otopic to  the circle |ft| -   ^
passing through ti =  ± 1 , as  shown by the dotted 1 
in F igure 3(a). The stable states outside the ellipse  ^
7r * ^ p i( n ) ,  w ith  n  6  Z  and 7t* ^ x » a: € P 
the circle the stable states are only 7r*<?p>
7T * ^ p i( l )  and 7r * ^ p i ( — 1 ), depending on the 
entry  in to  the in te rio r. These reproduce the the tot
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,tes 111 tliP dyon spectrum of the Seiberg-Wittten theory 
,;j) 111 tlie weak and the strong coupling regimes, which 
i^dentified as the regions outside and inside of the el- 
n’i^pettively The string junctions and spiral strings 
the moduli space have also been identified among these 
ohjerts [30,32].
2 Hearts w ith  p erv erse  sh ea v es
i-stnictures bring out the Abelian categories within 
,l(.riv(’d category. T-structures on the derived cat- 
i)''(CohP^) have been classified [34] upto au- 
i.(]Uivalciies of the derived category, forming a group 
il /i'(Coh P^)) As a preparation to constructing the 
t-stiuctures on the moduli space let us first take 
,(k()l tlic bounded t-structiircs on D*’(Coh P^). There 
two classes of t-structures on D*’(Coh P^), namely, 
muui and exceptional. We begin with the classifica- 
n of the standard t-structures
The simplest t-structure on /?*’(Coh P^) is the tauto- 
timI one wii.li Coh P* as its heart, given by
= (C oh P '[j],j > 0 ),
A=^ '' =  <CohP‘( j ] ,j< 0 ) .
I limit IS A"* =  Coh P ‘ which contains only braiieb and 
iLiililii fines This is the t-structure that we posit to be 
iii7c(l in the large volume limit,
OlluT standard t-structures are obtained from Coh P ’ 
loiiMrucLing cotilting torsion pairs. We shall not delve 
ili»‘ details of the construction. For our purposes it 
tl.u"- to lecall that whenever an Abelian category A 
M ill' split into a torsion pair (A i, Ao) of full subcate- 
rii's h.itisfyiiig certain criteria [22,34], we can obtain a 
niLtiire from it as
"D"(A)^ “ = {A e D\A)-°\H°{A) e A,},
=  {v l e  6  A ) } .
lose heart is the category of p-perverse sheaves on P^
'i We can thus start from the Abelian category Coh P  ^
lamed as the heart of the tautological t-structure and ^,th hearts 
him others with perverse sheaves through cotilting The 
lorsion pair that is constructed m this vein is
® o =  { ^ { n ) , r i  <  0 ) ,
B i  =  (< 7 (n ) ,n  >  0; G P ^ )
The associated t-structure, then, is given by
=  (/? (n )[i],n  >  0 , t  >  P \ i  >  0 ;
<9’( n ) [ j ] ,n  <  0 , j  >  1 ),
where we have recorded only one half of the t-structure 
since a t-structure is unambiguously specified by a moi­
ety. The heart of the t-structure is
® ’  =  ( fy in llO j.n  >  0; (9 '* |0 ] ,i  €  P ' ;  <5’(ii ,) ll] , n  <  0)
(3  1 0)
The heart is different from that of the tautological t- 
structure In particular, let us remark that the heart 
contains objects which would be interpreted as antibranes 
in the parlance of the large volume regime.
There are two other cotilting torsion pairs that 
completes the list of standard bounded t-striictures on 
D*'(Coh P^). One of these is
Co =  ( ^ ( n ) , n  G Z), 01 =  { C ^ ^ ,x  G P^),
giving rise to the t-structure
=  (/?'(n)[i],n G Z ,i > 0, G P \ i  >  0;),
with the heart
e ’  =  (^ ?’(n)[l],n G Z; ^:,[0],x G P ') (3.11)
The other torsion requires an arbitrary nonempty subset 
P C  P  ^ [34]. This t-structure is not realized on the moduli 
space So we refrain from listing it
There are two kinds of exceptional t-structures: 
bounded and unbounded. As mentioned earlier, we are 
interested only in the bounded t-structures of which there 
are but two in the derived category D*'(Coh P^). These 
depend on an integer fc G Z, and are given by
£^o =  ( ^ i ] , x > f c , ^ ^ ( l ) [ j ] , j > - 2 ,
> - 1,
e’ = (0'(*)10],<?(l)(-2)), (3.12)
?* =  ((y(l)[01,<?l(l)[-l]), (3.13)
respectively.
 ^ Branes in the hearts
let US discuss the variation of t-structures over the 
“'lull space of Kahler volume of P ^  If we fix a window
in the slope function then the various t-structures make 
their appearances as we wander about the moduli space. 
As discussed above, to obtain an atlas of t-structures in
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7T ' 1 ( 1 )
sLiInlitN linr ,iml sl.iM. I.i.iiirs (li) t-^lriK tun*
.i K f i l i ln  i i i fx lu li .sj)ri((‘ ()1 P *
the m oduli span* the slope function is to he calibrated by 
m atching w ith  the //-s ta b ility  c iite n on  in the la igc vol­
ume hunt In  th is icgion stable objec t.s an* given by tlu* 
invertible shi'aves oi line buiidles nn P ’ Since the heait 
IS exi>ected to  consist o f stable ob]t*cts only, i t  has to con­
ta in  for integers, ii ami the 1-striic tiire  corresponds
to some standard t.-sti uctiire On the other hand, w ith in  
the ronhnes o f the line o f m arginal s ta b ility  i t  is o iily  
and ^ (1 )  or t> \ -  1 ), whieh aie stable So the candidate t- 
s tru c tiire  in th is region would be exceptional t-s truc tu ie  
Let us m ention a po in t about nota tion  in the following  
We shall considei sheaves on P* from  now on To iiite i-  
p ie t these as branes we have to  pull-back the sheaves on 
A i  w ith  7T* We shall snpiiress bo lh  the P* and the p u ll­
back fio tn  the notation in the follow ing for typographical 
ease Let us now ch a it out the atlas o f t-s ti uctures on the 
Kahlei m oduli space o f P^
O  F irs t, let us ronsider the region in the n-plane w ith  
Ue n >  1 and Im  u small and positive This in- 
eludes the large nuim s region Ijooking for objects 
w'hose pViases lies ni the in terva l (f) e [— 1 , 0 ), we 
find the set o f objects, G Z , G  P ^)
I ’his set consists o f branes only, w ith  no anti-branes 
We u h 'iitify  th is w ith  the hea it o f the tauto log ica l 
t-s tn ic tu re , In o ther words, we assign the t-
structure A  to  this region o f the m oduli space This  
IS marked in Figure 3(b)
O  Let us now move away from  the positive Re n-axis 
counterclockwise- Grades o f some of the objects, 
namely, <^(— n), w ith  n  >  N  ( o r  some integer AT, 
w ill fall below —  1 , outside the grade w indow. W hile  
these object s are defenestiated, the ir shifted cousins
/!^(-n)[i] make an entry though the otlur m;i, 
of the window At a generic point the sei of 
jects cailying grades within the window consiMs 
G Z,7i >  —  yV, 7^(7i )[1], 71 <  - N j J j .  , 
P^) Aiipareiil.ly, these do not have a iibuc lu i 
heart, of any of the t,-structures listed above Mui 
us lecall that t-structures are classified iijito aiiii 
ciuivalcnccis of the category One such aiitoc(iii, 
lence can be generated by a monodromy tiaiisiein 
troll rissociatcd with the path followed in our loiin 
aiouiid the huge volume point wdiich tiaiisluiiii 
sheaf by tensoiiiig it with ^ ( 1), whicdi icstilrs ii 
change in the grade Tiansformiiig tlu’ oliji ii*. 
the inonodroniy N  times we can coerce the olu'‘ 
to be in the heart of the t-structure !B, m.ul 
111 Figine 3(b) These will rf*ali/e the spiial stni 
identified evarher [32]
O  C ontinuing our journey ii i the w-plaiie, we I, 
th a t eventually a ll the ^ (n )  are replaced by ll 
shitted cousins and beyond a certain line, shown 
Figure 3(b), i t  is only these cousins (^'(^Ol^i '' 
Z, G P ^) th a t find a place in  the heart of 
t-s truc tu re  6 . The t-s tn ic tu re  C is ascribed to 
w hite  space in  Figure 3(b).
O  C ontinuing fu rth e r around the ellipse as wc si' 
blc upon the positive Re n-axis from below, di" 
presemee o f branch cut introduced for defining 
periods, the grades ju m p  and we c,oine back lo  
regime o f the t-s truc tu re  A
O  The abc7ve discussion is va lid  outside the clhpf’t 
m arginal stab ility . As long as we do not cross 
line o f m arginal s tab ility , the standard t-striictu
Branes in hearts tmth perverse sheaxtes 1121
The branes incarcerated within the con- 
j„i( s of tlie marginal stability locus, on the other 
tiiiiid. correspond to the exceptional t-structures 
In tlie region Ira u < 1, the branes take resi- 
ji-nre iii the heart of the t-structure £ consisting 
,fy ; ,^ (l) [-2 ]) .
) jif'low the Re n-axis the phase of an(n) jumps across 
I hr branch cut The basic branes now find an abode 
ID ihe heart 3^ of the t-structuie 3", with the basic
1)1,UK'S <5^(1)[-1]).
Epilogue
1 ('Viewed some aspects of topological branes in 
i\Iir IIA theory which arc described by the B-niodel 
ji.iivr geometric notions turn out to be inadequate 
iiM nlie the D-braiies precisely Branes wrapped on 
!i//iiiulogy cycles of a Calabi-Yau manifold when the 
i‘llA tlu'ory is coiiipactified on it are geometrically 
M'.rf) .Ls objects in the derived category ot coherent 
on the Calabi-Yau We recalled several features 
;,lfiiv't'd category before discussing the definition of 
iiih of ol)j(!Cts and some of its subtleties It is ex­
it >1 (lint to each point in the Kahler moduli space of 
I'.il.ihi-Yau IS associated a t-stnictiiie in whose heart 
.'riMi coiistitueiiL D-brancs H'side We then considered 
'iipli I'xainple of a geometrically engmee'red Calabi- 
witli only the projc(.tive curve as its iion-trivial 
innng rise to the SU{2) Seib(Tg-Witten gauge the- 
llii’ (lyon spectrum of the gauge theory is reproduced 
' the parlance of the derived category in an elegant 
I'M Inially, we associated some of the t-structures of 
l' ii\e(l ( ategory of coherent sheaves on to different 
itis in the Kahler moduli space
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